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St Gabriel’s CE Primary:
Maths calculation policy

Policy agreed: October 2016 by H. Gilbert and SLT
(updated October 2017)
Next review date: Spring 2020

Aims:
Our aims of the maths calculation policy are based on consistent use of representations including model and images
that support conceptual understanding of the mathematics across all year groups. Mathematical understanding is
developed through use of representations that are first of all concrete (e.g. Numicon, Dienes apparatus), and then
pictorial (e.g. Array, place value counters) to then facilitate abstract working (e.g. Columnar addition, long
multiplication). Through this policy there are examples of the progression of representations, and if at any point a
pupil is struggling they should revert to familiar pictorial and/or concrete materials/ representations as appropriate.
As children become fluent mathematically and able to choose appropriate representations and procedure to carry out
a calculation, it is also important that teaching of using representations that underpin calculation methods are used
consistently across each year group. As the children become more proficient in fluency they also develop their
reasoning and greater depth skills to help them gain mastery of their topics.
The calculation policy offers guidance for developing an understanding of the four operations of addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division for children. The policy breaks down the agreed St. Gabriel’s methods for calculating as
written methods and mentally.


To promote consistency of written and mental calculations across the school



To offer a ‘core’ or ‘default method for written calculation and a suite of mental calculation strategies that
every child can become competent at using and will be built on year on year.



To ensure continuity and progression for children as they develop their understanding of written and mental
calculation for the four operations.



To provide a whole school document for consistency in calculation for teachers, learning support assistants,
NQTs, new entrants and supply teachers


Consistent use of models and images


The development of methods is supported by consistent use of appropriate apparatus. For written methods,
the calculation policy sets a high profile for the understanding of place value as exchange and number facts as
pre-requisites to written methods



For mental methods many strategies will depend on the range of models and representations


Good practice in written calculation


Establish a deep understanding of place value and exchange and the facility in the recall and use of number
facts



Children are taught how to decide whether mental or written calculating methods are most appropriate,



Children are taught how to use estimation and approximation strategies to predict or check answers

Good practice in mental calculation


Establish an understanding of and proficiency in a suite of different complementary mental calculation
strategies



Children are taught to make decisions about appropriate use of these methods



Children are taught to make decisions about when an approximate or estimated answer is appropriate, and
when an accurate answer is necessary
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Year 1 addition

Representations to support mental and written

Statutory requirements:

➢ count to and across 100, forwards and
backwards, beginning with 0 or 1, or from
any given number

➢ Read, write and interpret mathematical
statements involving +,- = signs

➢ given a number, identify one more and one
less

➢ represent and use number bonds and
related subtraction facts within 20

➢ add and subtract one-digit and two-digit
numbers to 20, including zero

➢ solve one-step problems that involve
addition and subtraction, using concrete
objects and pictorial representations, and
missing number problems such as 7 = □
- 9.
Non-statutory requirements:

➢ pupils memorise and reason with number
bonds to 10 and 20 in several forms (e.g. 9
+ 7 = 16; 16 - 7 = 9; 7 = 16 - 9). They
should realise the effect of adding or
subtracting zero. This establishes
addition and subtraction as related
operations.

➢ pupils combine and increase numbers,
counting forwards and backwards.
Examples of range of representations to support mental and written addition

Lower ks2 needs to ensure that pupils become increasingly fluent with whole numbers and the four
Informal mental and written methods
operations, including number facts and the concept of place value.

Year 2 addition

Statutory requirements:

➢
➢

recall and use addition and subtraction facts to 20
fluently, and derive and use related facts up to 100
add and subtract numbers using concrete objects,
pictorial representations, and mentally, including:
▪ a two-digit number and ones
▪ a two-digit number and tens
▪ two two-digit numbers
▪ adding three one-digit numbers

➢

▪
▪
▪

solve problems with addition and subtraction:

▪

using concrete objects and pictorial
representations, including those involving
numbers, quantities and measures
applying their increasing knowledge of mental and
written methods
Show that addition of 2 numbers can be done in any
order (commutative), and subtraction of one
number from another cannot
Recognize and use the inverse relationship between
addition and subtraction and use this to check
calculations and solve missing number problems
Non-statutory requirements:

▪
➢

➢
➢

NB:only moving towards partitioned method
when securely judged by teacher.Recording addition and
subtraction in columns supports place value and prepares for
efficient written methods with larger numbers later.

pupils check their calculations, including by adding to
check subtraction and adding numbers in a different
order to check addition (e.g. 5 + 2 + 1 = 1 + 5 + 2 = 1
+ 2 + 5).
pupils should partition numbers in different ways (e.g.
23 = 20 + 3 and 23 = 10 + 13) to support subtraction.
pupils extend their understanding of the language of
addition and subtraction to include sum and
difference.

Examples of range of representations to support mental and written addition

Links: http://mathsframe.co.uk/en/resources/category/542/Year_2_Addition_and_Subtraction

Year 3 addition

Informal and formal written and mental methods

Statutory requirements:

➢

find 10 or 100 more or less than a given number

➢

add and subtract numbers mentally, including:

➢
➢

▪ a three-digit number and ones
▪ a three-digit number and tens
▪ a three-digit number and hundreds
solve problems, including missing number problems,
using number facts, place value, and more complex
addition and subtraction.
Add and subtract numbers up to 3 digits, using formal
written methods of columnar addition and subtraction

➢
➢

count up and down in tenths

➢

add and subtract fractions with the same denominator

estimate the answer to a calculation and use inverse
operations to check answer

5

1

6

within one whole (e.g. / + / = / )
7

7

7

Non-statutory requirements:

➢
➢

pupils practise solving varied addition and subtraction
questions. For mental calculations with two-digit
numbers, the answers could exceed 100.

Ensure children know the value of each digit
when they are using this method, especially
when moving to condensed version.

pupils practise adding and subtracting fractions with the
same denominator through a variety of increasingly
complex problems to improve fluency.

Examples of range of representations to support mental and written addition

Links and key vocabulary

http://mathsframe.co.uk/en/resources/category/502/Year_3_Addition_and_Subtraction Year 3 Addition IWB resources and games
Video Clip: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=np1UzwuJ7JE&safe=active Demonstration of expanded 3- digit column addition.

Year 4 addition

Informal and formal written methods

Statutory requirements:

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

find 1000 more or less than a given number
count backwards through zero to include negative
numbers
estimate the answer to a calculation and use
inverse operations to check answer
solve addition and subtraction two-step problems
in contexts, deciding which operations and
methods to use and why.
Add and subtract numbers with up to 4 digits using
the formal written methods of columnar addition
and subtraction where appropriate
count up and down in hundredths
add and subtract fractions with the same
denominator

Non-statutory requirements:

➢
➢

pupils continue to practise mental methods for
addition and subtraction with increasingly large
numbers to aid fluency
they practise counting using simple fractions and
decimal fractions, both forwards and backwards.

Examples of range of representations to support mental and written addition

Links and key vocabulary

Year 5 addition

Informal and formal written methods

At this stage, pupils should develop their ability to solve
a wider range of problems, including increasingly
complex properties of numbers and arithmetic, and
problems demanding efficient written and mental
methods of calculation. With this foundation in
arithmetic, pupils are introduced to the language of
algebra as a means for solving a variety of problems
Statutory requirements:
➢ count forwards and backwards with positive and
negative whole numbers, including through zero
➢ add and subtract numbers mentally with
increasingly large numbers
➢ solve addition and subtraction multi-step problems
in contexts, deciding which operations and methods
to use and why.
➢ Add and subtract whole numbers with more than 4
digits, including using formal written methods (
columnar addition and subtraction)
➢ solve problems involving addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division and a combination of these,
including understanding the meaning of the equals sign
➢ add and subtract fractions with the same denominator
and denominators that are multiples of the same number
➢ use rounding to check answers to calculations and
determine, in the context of a problem, levels of
accuracy
➢ Non-statutory:
➢ pupils extend counting from year 4, using decimals and
fractions including bridging zero, for example on a
number line.
➢ they mentally add and subtract tenths, and one-digit
whole numbers and tenths.

➢ they practise adding and subtracting decimals, including
a mix of whole numbers and decimals, decimals with
different numbers of decimal places, and complements
of 1 (e.g. 0.83 + 0.17 = 1).

Examples of range of representations to support mental and written addition

:

Year 6 addition

Informal and formal written methods

➢
➢

Informal methods:

➢
➢
➢
➢

➢

➢
➢
➢
➢

Statutory requirements:
perform mental calculations, including
with mixed operations and large
numbers.
Identify common factors,common
multiples and prime numbers

Formal methods:

Use their knowledge of the order of
operations to carry out calculations
involving the 4 operations
Solve problems involving addition
(sub,mul and division)
Use estimation to check answers to
calculations and determine,in the
context of a problem,an appropriate
degree of accuracy
solve addition and subtraction multistep problems in contexts, deciding
which operations and methods to use
and why
add and subtract fractions with
different denominators and mixed
numbers, using the concept of
equivalent fractions
Non-statutory:
they undertake mental calculations
with increasingly large numbers and
more complex calculations.

Examples of range of representations to support mental and written addition

YEAR 1 SUBTRACTION

Representations to support mental and written methods -

Statutory requirements:

Informal written methods

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

count to and across 100, forwards and
backwards, beginning with 0 or 1, or from any
given number
Read, write and interpret mathematical
statements involving +,- = signs

given a number, identify one more and one less
represent and use number bonds and related
subtraction facts within 20
add and subtract one-digit and two-digit numbers
to 20, including zero

➢

solve one-step problems that involve addition and
subtraction, using concrete objects and pictorial
representations, and missing number problems
such as 7 = □ - 9.
Non-statutory requirements:

➢

➢

pupils memorize and reason with number bonds
to 10 and 20 in several forms (e.g. 9 + 7 = 16; 16
- 7 = 9; 7 = 16 - 9). They should realiSe the effect
of adding or subtracting zero. This establishes
addition and subtraction as related operations.
pupils combine and increase numbers, counting
forwards and backwards.

Examples of range of representations to support mental and written subtraction

Year 2 subtraction

Informal mental and written methods -

Statutory requirements:
▪ recall and use addition and subtraction facts to
20 fluently, and derive and use related facts up
to 100

▪

add and subtract numbers using concrete
objects, pictorial representations, and mentally,
including:
▪ a two-digit number and ones
▪ a two-digit number and tens
▪ two two-digit numbers
▪ adding three one-digit numbers

▪
▪

solve problems with addition and subtraction:
using concrete objects and pictorial
representations, including those involving
numbers, quantities and measures
applying their increasing knowledge of mental
and written methods

▪
▪
▪

Show that addition of 2 numbers can be done in any
order (commutative), and subtraction of one number
from another cannot
Recognize and use the inverse relationship between
addition and subtraction and use this to check
calculations and solve missing number problems

▪
▪

Non-statutory requirements:
pupils check their calculations, including by
adding to check subtraction and adding numbers
in a different order to check addition (e.g. 5 + 2 +
1 = 1 + 5 + 2 = 1 + 2 + 5).

▪

pupils should partition numbers in different
ways (e.g. 23 = 20 + 3 and 23 = 10 + 13) to
support subtraction.

▪

pupils extend their understanding of the
language of addition and subtraction to include
sum and difference.

Examples of range of representations to support mental and written subtraction

Year 3 subtraction

Informal and formal written and mental methods -

Statutory requirements:
➢ find 10 or 100 more or less than a given number

➢

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

add and subtract numbers mentally, including:
o a three-digit number and ones
o a three-digit number and tens
o a three-digit number and hundreds
solve problems, including missing number
problems, using number facts, place value, and
more complex addition and subtraction.
Add and subtract numbers up to 3 digits, using
formal written methods of columnar addition and
subtraction
estimate the answer to a calculation and use inverse
operations to check answer

count up and down in tenths
add and subtract fractions with the same
5

1

6

denominator within one whole (e.g. / + / = / )
7

7

7

Non-statutory requirements:
➢ pupils practise solving varied addition and
subtraction questions. For mental calculations with
two-digit numbers, the answers could exceed 100.

➢

pupils practise adding and subtracting fractions
with the same denominator through a variety of
increasingly complex problems to improve fluency.

Ensure children know the value of each digit
when they are using columnar subtraction methods.
Use counting back where needed with representatives.
Fractions

Examples of range of representations to support mental and written subtraction

Year 4 subtraction

Informal and formal written methods -

Statutory requirements:
➢ find 1000 more or less than a given number

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

count backwards through zero to include
negative numbers
solve addition and subtraction two-step problems
in contexts, deciding which operations and
methods to use and why.
Add and subtract numbers with up to 4 digits using the
formal written methods of columnar addition and
subtraction where appropriate

count up and down in hundredths
add and subtract fractions with the same
denominator

Non-statutory requirements:
➢ pupils continue to practise mental methods for
addition and subtraction with increasingly large
numbers to aid fluency

➢

they practise counting using simple fractions and
decimal fractions, both forwards and backwards.

Counting on to find the difference

Counting backwards in steps applying pv facts
Examples of range of representations to support mental and written subtraction

Links and key vocabulary

Year 5 subtraction

Informal and formal written methods -

At this stage, pupils should develop their ability to solve a
wider range of problems, including increasingly complex
properties of numbers and arithmetic, and problems
demanding efficient written and mental methods of
calculation. With this foundation in arithmetic, pupils are
introduced to the language of algebra as a means for solving a
variety of problems
Statutory requirements:
➢ count forwards and backwards with positive and negative
whole numbers, including through zero
➢ Add and subtract whole numbers with more than 4
digits, including using formal written methods (
columnar addition and subtraction)
➢ add and subtract numbers mentally with increasingly large
numbers
➢ solve addition and subtraction multi-step problems in
contexts, deciding which operations and methods to use
and why.
➢ solve problems involving addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division and a combination of these, including
understanding the meaning of the equals sign
➢ add and subtract fractions with the same denominator and
denominators that are multiples of the same number
➢ use rounding to check answers to calculations and
determine, in the context of a problem, levels of accuracy
➢ Non-statutory:
➢ pupils extend counting from year 4, using decimals and
fractions including bridging zero, for example on a number line.
➢ they mentally add and subtract tenths, and one-digit whole
numbers and tenths.
➢ they practise adding and subtracting decimals, including a mix
of whole numbers and decimals, decimals with different
numbers of decimal places, and complements of 1 (e.g. 0.83 +
0.17 = 1).

Examples of range of representations to support mental and written subtraction

Year 6 subtraction

➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

➢
➢

Informal and formal written methods -

Statutory requirements:
perform mental calculations, including with
mixed operations and large numbers.
solve addition and subtraction multi-step
problems in contexts, deciding which
operations and methods to use and why
add and subtract fractions with different
denominators and mixed numbers, using
the concept of equivalent fractions

Identify common factors,common multiples
and prime numbers
Use their knowledge of the order of
operations to carry out calculations
involving the 4 operations
Solve problems involving addition (sub,mul
and division)
Use estimation to check answers to
calculations and determine,in the context of
a problem,an appropriate degree of
accuracy

Non-statutory:
they undertake mental calculations with
increasingly large numbers and more
complex calculations.

Examples of range of representations to support mental and written addition

YEAR 1 Multiplication

Representations to support mental and written methods

Statutory requirements:
➢ count in multiples of twos, fives and
tens

Sharing, grouping, repeated addition, counting in steps.

➢ recognise, find and name a half as one
of two equal parts of an object, shape
or quantity

➢ recognise, find and name a quarter as
one of four equal
parts of an object, shape or quantity
➢ solve one-step problems involving
multiplication and division, by
calculating the answer using concrete
objects, pictorial representations and
arrays with the support of the teacher.

➢ find half of an object, shape or quantity
1.

find a quarter of an object, shape or
quantity
Non-statutory requirements:
➢ doubling numbers and quantities
➢

finding simple fractions of objects,
numbers and quantities.

Examples of range of representations to support mental and written subtraction

Year 2 multiplication

Informal mental and written methods X

By the end of year 2, pupils should know the
number bonds to 20 and be precise in using and
understanding place value. An emphasis on
practice at this early stage will aid fluency.

Arrays, repeated addition, number sentences, number lines

Statutory requirements:
➢ count in steps of 2, 3, and 5 from 0, and in tens
from any number, forward or backward
➢ recall and use multiplication and division facts
for the 2, 5 and 10 multiplication tables,
including recognising odd and even numbers
➢ solve problems involving multiplication and
division, using materials, arrays, repeated
addition, mental methods, and multiplication
and division facts, including problems in
contexts.
➢ show that multiplication of 2 numbers can be
done in any order (commutative) and division
of 1 number by another cannot
➢
calculate mathematical statements for
multiplication and division within the multiplication
tables and write them using the multiplication (×),
division (÷) and equals (=) signs
➢ recognise, find, name and write fractions 1/3, ¼,
2/4, ¾ and of a length, shape, set of objects or
quantity
➢ Non-statutory guidance
➢ they count in multiples of three to support their later
understanding of a third.
➢
they begin to use other multiplication tables
and recall multiplication facts, including using related
division facts to perform written and mental
calculations.
 pupils should count in fractions up to 10, starting
1

2

from any number and using the / and /
2

4
1

2

equivalence on the number line (e.g. 1 / , 1 / (or
4
1

4

3

1 / ), 1 / ,
2

2).

4

Examples of range of representations to support mental and written X

Year 3 Multiplication

Informal and formal written and mental methods X

Statutory requirements:
➢ count from 0 in multiples of 4, 8, 50 and 100
➢ recall and use multiplication and division facts for the 3, 4
and 8 multiplication tables
➢
➢ write and calculate mathematical statements for
multiplication and division using the multiplication tables
that they know, including for two-digit numbers times onedigit numbers, using mental methods and progressing to
formal written methods

Arrays, number lines, grid method, written formal methods
expanded and if ready, without expanding.

➢
➢ solve problems, including missing number problems,
involving multiplication and division including positive
integer scaling problems and correspondence problems in
which n objects are connected to m objects
➢
➢ recognise, find and write fractions of a discrete set of
objects: unit fractions and non-unit fractions with small
denominators
Non-statutory guidance:
➢ pupils now use multiples of 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 10, 50 and 100.
➢ pupils continue to count in ones, tens and hundreds
➢ through doubling, they connect the 2, 4 and 8 multiplication
tables.
➢ Pupils develop efficient mental methods, for example,
using commutativity and associativity (for example, 4 × 12
× 5 = 4 × 5 × 12 = 20 × 12 = 240) and multiplication and
division facts (for example, using 3 × 2 = 6, 6 ÷ 3 = 2 and 2
= 6 ÷ 3) to derive related facts (for example, 30 × 2 = 60,
60 ÷ 3 = 20 and 20 = 60 ÷ 3).
➢ Pupils solve simple problems in contexts, deciding which of
the four operations to use and why. These include
measuring and scaling contexts, (for example, four times
as high, eight times as long etc.) and correspondence
problems in which m objects are connected to n objects
(for example, 3 hats and 4 coats, how many different
outfits?; 12 sweets shared equally between 4 children; 4
cakes shared equally between 8 children).

Examples of range of representations to support mental and written X

Year 4 multiplication
Informal and formal written methods X
Statutory requirements:

➢
➢

count in multiples of 6, 7, 9, 25 and 1000
recall multiplication and division facts for multiplication tables
up to 12 × 12

➢ use place value, known and derived facts to multiply and
➢

divide mentally, including: multiplying by 0 and 1; dividing by
1; multiplying together three numbers
recognise and use factor pairs and commutativity in mental
calculations

➢ multiply two digit and three digit numbers by a one –
digit number using formal written layout

➢
➢ solve problems involving multiplying and adding, including
using the distributive law to multiply two digit numbers by one
digit, integer scaling problems and harder correspondence
problems such as n objects are connected to m objects.

➢ solve problems involving increasingly harder fractions
to calculate quantities, and fractions to divide quantities,
including non-unit fractions where the answer is a whole
number

➢ find the effect of dividing a one- or two-digit number by 10 and
100, identifying the value of the digits in the answer as units,
tenths and hundredths

➢ Non-statutory
➢ pupils practise mental methods and extend this to three-digit
numbers to derive facts, (for example 600 ÷ 3 = 200 can be
derived from 2 x 3 = 6).

➢ pupils write statements about the equality of expressions (e.g.
use the distributive law 39 × 7 = 30 × 7 + 9 × 7 and

➢

associative law (2 × 3) × 4 = 2 × (3 × 4)). They combine their
knowledge of number
facts and rules of arithmetic to solve mental and written
calculations e.g. 2 x 6 x 5 = 10 x 6 = 60.

➢ pupils solve two-step problems in contexts, choosing the
appropriate operation, working with increasingly harder
numbers.

Examples of range of representations to support mental and written X

Year 5 multiplication

Informal and formal written methods

➢

Arrays,grid methods, expanded and short multiplication and long
multiplication.

count forwards or backwards in steps of powers of 10
for any given number up to
1 000 000 pv

Know and use the vocabulary of prime numbers, prime factors
and composite ( non-prime) numbers

➢
➢

identify multiples and factors, including finding all
factor pairs of a number, and common factors of two
numbers.
Establish whether a number up to 100 is prime and
recall prime numbers up to 19

➢ recognise and use square numbers and cube
2

numbers, and the notation for squared ( ) and cubed
3

()
➢

establish whether a number up to 100 is prime and
recall prime numbers up to 19

➢

multiply and divide numbers mentally drawing upon
known facts

➢

multiply numbers up to 4 digits by a one-digit or
two-digit number using a formal written method,
including long multiplication for two-digit
numbers

➢

multiply and divide whole numbers and those
involving decimals by 10, 100 and 1000

➢

Solve problems involving multiplication and division,
including using knowledge of factors, multiples, squares
and cubes

➢

solve problems involving addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division and a combination of
these, including understanding the meaning of the
equals sign

➢

solve problems involving multiplication and division,
including scaling by simple fractions and problems
involving simple rates.

➢

multiply proper fractions and mixed numbers by
whole numbers, supported by materials and
diagrams

➢ solve problems which require knowing percentage
1

1

1

2

4

and decimal equivalents of / , / , / , / , / and
2

4

5

5

5

those with a denominator of a multiple of 10 or 25.

Examples of range of representations to support mental and written X

Revert to expanded methods if children are finding difficult.

Year 6 multiplication

➢
➢

Informal and formal written methods X

Statutory requirements:

Multiply multi-digit numbers to 4 digits
by a two-digit whole number using the
formal written method of long
multiplication
➢ identify common factors, common multiples
and prime numbers
➢ perform mental calculations, including with
missed operations and large numbers
➢ use their knowledge of the order of
operations to carry out calculations
involving the four operations
➢ solve problems involving addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division
➢ use estimation to check answers to
calculations and determine, in the context of
a problem, an appropriate degree of
accuracy
➢ multiply simple pairs of proper fractions,
writing the answer in its simplest form (e.g.
1

1

1

/ × / = /)
4

2

8

➢ recall and use equivalences between simple
fractions, decimals and percentages,
including in different contexts.
➢ Non-statutory guidance
 pupils continue to use all the multiplication
tables to calculate mathematical statements
in order to maintain their fluency.
➢ pupils use their understanding of the
relationship between unit fractions and
division to work backwards by multiplying a
quantity that represents a unit fraction to
1

find the whole quantity (e.g. if / of a length
4

is 36cm, then the whole length is 36 × 4 =
144cm).

Examples of range of representations to support mental and written addition

Year 1 division

Representations to support mental and written methods

Statutory requirements:

Informal written methods: Using concrete objects then to
pictorial representations and arrays:

➢ count in multiples of twos, fives and
tens

➢ recognise, find and name a half as
one of two equal parts of an object,
shape or quantity
➢ recognise, find and name a quarter
as one of four equal parts of an
object, shape or quantity
➢ solve one-step problems involving
multiplication and division, by
calculating the answer using
concrete objects, pictorial
representations and arrays with
the support of the teacher.
➢ find half of an object, shape or
quantity
➢ find a quarter of an object, shape or
quantity
Non-statutory requirements:

➢ doubling numbers and quantities
➢ finding simple fractions of objects,
numbers and quantities.

Fractions:

Examples of range of representations to support division.

Year 2 Division

Informal mental and written methods:

By the end of year 2, pupils should know the number
bonds to 20 and be precise in using and understanding
place value. An emphasis on practice at this early stage
will aid fluency.

Arrays, grouping and sharing and using symbols to
represent division:

Statutory requirements:
➢ count in steps of 2, 3, and 5 from 0, and in tens from any
number, forward or backward
➢
➢ recall and use multiplication and division facts for the
2, 5 and 10 multiplication tables, including recognising
odd and even numbers
➢ solve problems involving multiplication and division, using
materials, arrays, repeated addition, mental methods,
and multiplication and division facts, including
problems in contexts.
➢
calculate mathematical statements for
multiplication and division within the multiplication tables
and write them using the multiplication (×), division (÷) and
equals (=) signs
➢
show that multiplication of 2 numbers can be done in
any order (commutative) and division of 1 number by another
cannot

➢ recognise, find, name and write fractions 1/3, ¼, 2/4, ¾
and of a length, shape, set of objects or quantity

➢ Non-statutory guidance
▪ they count in multiples of three to support their later
understanding of a third.
➢ they begin to use other multiplication tables and recall
multiplication facts, including using related division facts to
perform written and mental calculations.

▪

pupils should count in fractions up to 10, starting from any
1

2

number and using the / and / equivalence on the number
2
1

2

1

4
3

line (e.g. 1 / , 1 / (or 1 / ), 1 / , 2).
4

4

2

4

Examples of range of representations to support mental and written division

http://mathsframe.co.uk/en/resources/category/549/

Year 3 division

Informal and formal written and mental:

Informal: Number lines, sharing, grouping, number facts, PV counters, related facts and
commutative law.
➢ count from 0 in multiples of 4, 8, 50
and 100
Formal: Short division- Only when ready and alongside materials.
➢ recall and use multiplication and
Number lines:
division facts for the 3, 4 and 8
multiplication tables
➢ write and calculate mathematical
statements for multiplication and
division using the multiplication
tables that they know, including for
two-digit numbers times one-digit
numbers, using mental methods and
progressing to formal written
methods.
➢ solve problems, including missing
number problems, involving
multiplication and division including
positive integer scaling problems and
correspondence problems in which n
objects are connected to m objects
➢ e.g 30 × 2 = 60, 60 ÷ 3 = 20 and 20 =

Statutory requirements:

60 ÷ 3)

➢ recognise, find and write fractions of a
discrete set of objects: unit fractions
and non-unit fractions with small
denominators
Non-statutory guidance:
➢ pupils now use multiples of 2, 3, 4, 5,
8, 10, 50 and 100.
➢ through doubling, they connect the 2, 4
and 8 multiplication tables.
➢ Pupils develop efficient mental
methods, for example, using
commutativity and associativity (for
example, 4 × 12 × 5 = 4 × 5 × 12 = 20
× 12 = 240) and multiplication and
division facts (for example, using 3 × 2
= 6, 6 ÷ 3 = 2 and 2 = 6 ÷ 3) to derive
related facts (for example, 30 × 2 = 60,
60 ÷ 3 = 20 and 20 = 60 ÷ 3)

Examples of range of representations to support mental and written division

Links: http://mathsframe.co.uk/

Year 4 Division

Informal and formal written methods

Statutory requirements:

Commutative law, known facts, mental division of tables up to 12x12, number
lines, grouping, sharing, short division as formal written method.

➢

count in multiples of 6, 7, 9, 25 and 1000

➢ recall multiplication and division facts for
multiplication tables up to 12 × 12
➢ use place value, known and derived facts to
multiply and divide mentally, including:
multiplying by 0 and 1; dividing by 1;
multiplying together three numbers

➢

recognise and use factor pairs and
commutativity in mental calculations

➢ solve problems involving multiplying and
adding, including using the distributive law to
multiply two digit numbers by one digit, integer
scaling problems and harder correspondence
problems such as n objects are connected to
m objects.
-Include calculations with remainders
➢ solve problems involving increasingly harder
fractions
to calculate quantities, and fractions to divide
quantities, including non-unit fractions where
the answer is a whole number
➢ find the effect of dividing a one- or two-digit
number by 10 and 100, identifying the value of
the digits in the answer as units, tenths and
hundredths
➢ Non-statutory
➢ pupils practise mental methods and extend
this to three-digit numbers to derive facts, (for
example 600 ÷ 3 = 200 can be derived from 2
x 3 = 6).
➢
➢ pupils write statements about the equality of
expressions (e.g. use the distributive law 39 ×
7 = 30 × 7 + 9 × 7 and associative law (2 × 3)
× 4 = 2 × (3 × 4)). They combine their
knowledge of number
➢ facts and rules of arithmetic to solve mental
and written calculations e.g. 2 x 6 x 5 = 10 x 6
= 60.
➢

➢ pupils solve two-step problems in contexts,

choosing the appropriate operation, working
with increasingly harder numbers.

Examples of range of representations to support mental and written division

Refer to ‘chunking’ at this stage should pupils need further support.

Year 5 : division
➢

Informal and formal written methods

count forwards or backwards in steps of powers of 10 for
any given number up to 1 000 00 pv

Know and use the vocabulary of prime numbers, prime factors
and composite ( non-prime) numbers
-establish whether a number up to 100 is prime and recall prime
numbers up to 19

➢ recognise and use square numbers and cube numbers,
2

3

and the notation for squared ( ) and cubed ( )
➢

identify multiples and factors, including finding all factor
pairs of a number, and common factors of two numbers.

➢
Divide numbers up to 4 digits by a one-digit number using
formal written method of short division and interpret
remainders appropriately for the context
➢

multiply and divide numbers mentally drawing upon known
facts

➢

multiply and divide whole numbers and those involving
decimals by 10, 100 and 1000

➢

recognise and use square numbers and cube numbers and
the notation for squared (2) and cubed (3)

➢

solve problems involving addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division and a combination of these, including
understanding the meaning of the equals sign

➢

solve problems involving multiplication and division,
including scaling by simple fractions and problems involving
simple rates.

➢

multiply proper fractions and mixed numbers by whole
numbers, supported by materials and diagrams

➢

Solve problems involving multiplication and division,
including using knowledge of factors, multiples, squares
and cubes.

See appendix for further, more detailed examples.

Examples of range of representations to support mental and written division

Year 6 : division
➢ Divide numbers up to 4 digits by a two-digit
whole number using formal written method of
long division, and interpret remainders as whole
number remainders, fractions, or rounding, as
appropriate for the context

Informal and formal written methods

Spider diagrams, order of operations, factors, multiples, prime numbers,
short division, long division.

➢ identify common factors, common multiples and
prime numbers
➢ use estimation to check answers to calculations
and determine, in the context of a problem, an
appropriate degree of accuracy
➢
➢ solve problems involving addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division
➢ perform mental calculations, including with
mixed operations and large numbers
➢
➢ associate a fraction with division and calculate
decimal fraction equivalents (e.g. 0.375) for a
simple fraction (e.g. 3/8)(copied from Fractions)
➢ Use their knowledge of the order of operations
to carry out calculations involving the four
operations
➢ Non-statutory guidance
➢ pupils continue to use all the multiplication
tables to calculate mathematical statements in
order to maintain their fluency.
➢ pupils use their understanding of the relationship
between unit fractions and division to work
backwards by multiplying a quantity that
represents a unit fraction to find the whole
1

quantity (e.g. if / of a length is 36cm, then the
4

whole length is 36 × 4 = 144cm).

See appendix for further, more detailed examples

Examples of range of representations to support mental and written division

See below for alternative
Strategies for long division
using chunking for dividing
by 2 digits.

Year 6 continued: long division support

Appendices:
Resources:
-Excellent resource with useful videos, articles and resources
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/
-Interacted maths models and activities linked to the new curriculum content
http://mathsframe.co.uk/
https://www.hamilton-trust.org.uk/
http://www.lgfl.net/Pages/default.aspx

References:
Wandsworth LA:
http://riversdaleprimaryschool.co.uk/assets/pdf/WandsworthCalculationPolicy2014writtenbyNicki
Ashton&CatherineBrown.pdf (Lots of models and images are used from this policy)
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-curriculum-in-england-mathematicsprogrammes-of-study
http://www.primarycurriculum.me.uk/
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/

Written Calculation
Pre-requisite knowledge and understanding essential for competence in written
calculation

This page lists the essential skills and knowledge children are required to have to
enable them to be able to be competent in written calculation
 Understand place value as exchange through a range of models and images,
including base 10 and money (see appendices)
 Represent numbers on a place value board, in particular one with a slider,
where multiplication and division by multiples of 10 can be illustrated
 Partition numbers
 Secure knowledge of addition and subtraction facts, and derived facts
eg 3+4 = 7, 30+40=70 and 63+7 = 70 and 700-400=300
 Secure knowledge of multiplication and division facts and derived facts
eg 6 x 7 = 42  60 x 70 = 4200 and 420÷60=7 etc
 Estimate quantities
 Approximate answers
 Timetables tested weekly and recorded (yr3-yr6)

 Written Calculation
Core school method for addition with recording and language
To secure the children’s understanding, all adults use the same language for these calculations
This method is best modelled with Base 10 materials and money
For example, 263+268=531

“Start with the units.
3 plus 8 equals 11”

“11 is one ten and 1 unit.
Save the ten in the tens column
Record the 1 in the units column.

6 tens plus 6 tens plus 1 ten is 130”

“130 is 1 hundred and 3 tens.
Save the 1 hundred in the hundreds column.
Record the 3 tens in the tens column.

2 hundreds plus 2 hundreds plus 1 hundred is 500.”
“Record the 5 hundreds in the hundreds column.

The answer is 531”

Adapt for use with larger and smaller numbers and numbers which include decimals

Written Calculation
Core school method for subtraction with recording and language
To secure the children’s understanding, all adults use the same language for these calculations
This method is best modelled with Base 10 materials and money
For example, 531-268=263
“Use the ‘take away’ model of subtraction
Start with the units
It isn’t possible to take 8 units from 1”

“Exchange one of the tens for ten units.
There are now 11 unitsand only 2 tens.
Now 8 units can be taken away, leaving three.
Record the 3 units in the units column”

“Now look at the tens.
It isn’t possible to take 6 tens away from 2 tens, so one of the
hundreds must be exchanged for ten tens.
There are now 12 tens and only 4 hundreds.”

“Now 6 tens can be taken away, leaving 6 tens.
Record the 6 tens in the tens column”

“Four hundreds take away 2 hundreds leaves 2 hundreds

Now 6 tens can be taken, leaving six.

Record the two hundreds in the hundreds column

Adapt for use with larger and smaller numbers and

Written Calculation
Core school method for multiplication with recording and language
To secure the children’s understanding, all adults use the same language for these calculations
For example, 347x36=12492
“36 is 3 tens and 6 units.
Multiply by the units first- so multiply by 6”

“Seven multiplied by 6 is 42
Save the 4 tens in the tens column
Record the 2 units in the units column”
“40 multiplied by 6 is 240
Add the 4 tens that were saved which is 280
Save the 2 hundreds in the hundreds column
Record
the 8 tens in the tens column”
“300 multiplied by 6 is 1800
Add the 2 hundreds that were saved, which is 2000
Record the 2 thousands in the thousands column, and zero in the
hundreds column, because there are no hundreds

“The
Now
multiply
by the
30,calculation
which is 3 istens
total
of this part
of the
2082 .”
7 multiplied by 30 is 210
There are no units in 210, so record zero in the units column
There is 1 ten in 210, so record 1 ten in the tens column

“40 multiplied by 30 is 1200

Save the 2 hundreds in the hundreds column”
Now 6 tens can be taken, leaving
Add thesix.
200 that was saved, which is 1400

Save the 1 thousand in the thousands column
Record
Now 6 tens can be taken, leaving
six. the 4 hundreds in the hundreds column
“300 multiplied by 30 is 9000

Add the 1 thousand that was saved, which is 10000
There are no thousands in 10000, so record zero in the thousands column
Record 1 in the ten-thousands column
The total of this part of the calculation is 10410.
Add the two totals
The answer is 12.392”

Written Calculation
Core school method for division with recording and language
To secure the children’s understanding, all adults use the same language for these calculations
This method is best modelled with Base 10 materials and money
For example, 4185÷13=321

r 12

“ Divide 4185 by 13
Start with the thousands
4 groups of 1000 cannot be shared between 13”

“Exchange the 4 thousands for 40 hundreds
There is already one hundred, so now there are 41 groups of
100”

“41 groups of 100 can be shared between 13, there will be 3
hundreds in each share.
Record this in the hundreds column
There will be two hundreds remaining. Exchange these for 20
groups of ten.
there of
areten
26can
groups
of ten.between
Record this
the tens
“Now
26 groups
be shared
13,in
there
will be 2
column”
groups
of ten in each share. Record this in the tens column

There will be 2 tens remaining
These are exchanged for 20 units
Now there are 25 units. Record this in the units column”

“25 units can be shared between 13.
Record this in the units column
There will be 1 in each share and 12 remaining
Now 6 tens can be taken, leaving six.

The answer is 321 remainder 12”
Adapt for use with larger and smaller numbers and numbers which include decimals.

